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a feast of the gods." For a man, any contact with women's
things may be weakening ; so Mrc find " Let not a man cleanse
himself in water a woman has washed in ; for a grievous
penalty follows that also, in time ". So, Frazcr has a story of
an Australian black who, " on discovering that his wife had
lain on his blanket at her menstrual period, killed her, and
died of terror himself within a fortnight." *• And so, in later
Greece, the Pythagoreans : you must not let your weapons
be handed to you by a woman.'2
Several precepts might pass as a modern type of rules of
decency, were it not that none of them has any reference to
the presence of other people.   " Do not make water standing
upright turned towards the Sun ;   but when he has set,
remember to do so towards his rising;   nor do so on the
path nor off the path as you go, nor expose yourself;   the
nights belong to the Blessed Ones.   A good and wise man
does this squatting down, or going to the wall of a fenced
yard."   The root of the whole matter is probably anxiety
to protect important and vulnerable organs ;   in this case,
protection from  any  possible  harm  arising from  contact
with so mighty a potency as the sun;   or, as the sun-god
becomes more anthropomorphically conceived, Hesiod might
call it anxiety not to offend the all-seeing god by indecent
exposure before him.   On the other hand in the dark things
are still more dangerous j  " the nights belong to the Blessed
Ones," a general euphemism for all sorts of night-walking
ghosts and bogeys, and it is well to turn towards the sunrise
" for luck ".   The powers of darkness may not be so strong in
that direction.  But it is much the best to do the whole thing
in the most private position possible.   So too one must not
befoul springs or rivers;   it is so as not to offend them.
This is more probable than the desire not to pollute other
people's water supply, which in any case one cannot protect
against contamination by animals.
Finally, " Do not expose yourself with privy members
1 Sinclair, p. 78 ; Golden Bough> iii, p. 145.
* Cf. the Latin " Pythagorean Symbols " of Gyraldus, No. 5 (Wullach,
Frag. Phil Grace. (Didot), vol. i, p, 510).

